Overview

The Attribute Changed Event component provides an object container for passing information used in attribute linking. It works in conjunction with the _onAttributeChanged method in the Object class.

Parent:

sashelp.fsp.Object.class

Class:

sashelp.classes.Attributechangedevent.class

Attributes

Public attributes specified for the Attribute Changed Event Component class are described here. See sashelp.fsp.Object.class for inherited attributes.

Dictionary

attributeName

Contains the name of changed attribute

Type:  Character

Valid Values:
description

Returns the short description for the object

Type: Character
Valid Values:

objectID

Contains the ID of the object that owns the changed attribute

Type: Object
Valid Values:

value

Contains the value of the changed attribute

Type: SASHELP.CLASSES.TYPE.CLASS
Valid Values:

Events

Events specified for the Attribute Changed Event Component class are described here.

value changed

Occurs when the value attribute is changed